
A animal a living creature that moves and lives in water or on land

apple a round fruit which is usually red, yellow or green

air the gas that we breathe

address the place where you live

actor a person whose job is to appear in a film or theatre

B boy a male child

bed a piece of furniture on which you sleep

book many pages together that you can read

bird an animal that can fly

birthday the anniversary of your birth that you celebrate every year

C car a vehicle with four wheels

chair a piece of furniture with four legs, you can sit on it

cheese a milk product that you can eat with bread or pasta

coffee a hot black drink

clock an instrument that tells you the time

cup a small dish, we usually drink tea or coffee out of it

D driver a person who controls a car

door you open it to get in or out of a building

dictionary a book that explains or translates words 

doctor a person who works in a hospital

dog an animal that is a very popular pet

E elephant a very large grey animal with big ears

egg an oval white thing that people usually eat for breakfast

evening the last part of the day, it starts at about 6 pm

ear a part of the body which is used for hearing, it's on your head

email an internet system in which you can send messages

eye a part of the body which is used for seeing, it's on your head

F fly a small black insect that people usually don't like

finger one of the five parts on each hand

fish an animal that lives in water 

flower a colourful plant, you can put it in a vase

face the front of your head, there are eyes, nose, mouth, etc.

G glass a container that you used to drink out of

garden an area near a house where people grow flowers or vegetables

game something that you play with friends

girl a female child

grass the green plants that grow in fields and lawns, some animals eat it

H hat a piece of clothing that covers your head

horse a large animal that people use for riding

hair it covers your head, it's black, brown, or blond

head it's on your neck, it has eyes, ears, nose, mouth and a lot of hair

hotel a building with many rooms for guests 

I ice frozen water

ice cream a sweet frozen product that people eat especially in summer

island a piece of land in the middle of a sea or ocean

insect a small creature, usually with six legs

interview a meeting with a journalist or employer

J jacket a piece of clothing, shorter and lighter than a coat

jam a mixture made of fruit that people put on bread or in cakes

joke a hort story that usually makes people laugh

juice a drink made from fruits

jeans trousers made of a special cloth, they are usually blue

K key a small metal thing that you need to lock or unlock doors

knife a sharp metal object used for cutting

kiss an act when two people's lips touch

kid a child, a boy or a girl

kitchen the room where you cook

L leg a part of the body that we need for walking, we have two of these

lemon a kind of yellow fruit which is very sour

lamp it stands on the floor or table and gives light

lake a large area of water that is smaller than a sea

lift a machine that can take you from one floor to another

M map a piece of paper with a drawing of a country or region

milk the white liquid that comes from cows

money bank notes and coins that you use to pay with

monkey an animal that climbs trees and is similar to a human

month there are twelve of these in a year

N nose the part of the body that is between your eyes, you breathe  through it

name the word by which people call you and know you

neck the part of the body between your head and your shoulders

noon twelve o'clock in the middle of the day

nephew your brother's son

HEXAGON questions:



O ocean a very large area of water, much bigger than a sea

office a room where you work

olive a small fruit that is usually green or black, it grows in Greece

October the tenth month

oven a kitchen appliance in which you can bake or roast

P pillow a soft thing that you put under your head when you sleep

plane it flies through the air and carries many passengers

page one part of a book or magazine, a sheet has two of these

phone it helps people to communicate across large distances

paper thin material that books are made of, you write on it

Q quarter one of four equal parts of something

queen the wife of a king

question a sentence that asks about something and expects an answer

queue a long line of people waiting for something

quiz a game with questions

R receptionist a person who works in a hotel, they check in and check out guests

ring a small metal thing that you wear on your finger

river moving water

room a place in the house with four walls and a door

road the surface that connects two towns, used by cars

S sun the yellow star that shines in the sky and gives us heat and light

snow frozen water in the form of a soft white material

shoe one of the things that you wear on your feet

sea a large body of salty water, smaller and not as deep as an ocean

shop a place where you can buy things

summer the hottest season of the year

T teacher a person who works in a school and helps students with learning

tooth one of the many white things in your mouth, you use them to chew food

table a piece of furniture on which you put food when you are eating

towel a piece of cloth that you use to dry yourself with when you are wet

train a big vehicle that uses railway tracks, it carries passengers

U university a kind of higher school where you study for a degree

uncle your mother's brother

uniform the clothes of soldiers and policemen that are the same for all of them

umbrella a thing that you hold above your head when it is raining

underwear clothes that you wear directly on your body under other clothes

V village a place where people live, it's smaller than a town

vet a doctor who treats animals

visitor somebody who comes to your home and stays for a while

voice the sound that comes from your throat when you speak

vacuum cleaner a machine that you use to clean the carpet

W window a piece of glass in a wooden frame in a wall

world everything around us, the planet where we live

wall the side of a room or house, it can be made of bricks or wood etc.

week it has seven days

water the liquid that is in rivers and seas

Y yoghurt a milk product with a slightly sour taste, usually with a flavour of fruits

year it has twelve months

yesterday one day ago

yard a piece of ground with a wall around it next to a house or building

yacht a sailing boat

Z zero the number that describes nothing

zebra an animal with black and white stripes

zip two rows of metal or plastic teeth that you use to fasten trousers or a jacket

zoo a large park where you can watch many animals that are in cages

zone an area with a special purpose or characteristics
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